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(54) SEAT POST

(57) A system comprising:
a seat post (300);
a user interface (205) operatively connected with said
seat post (300), said user interface (205) configured for
receiving instructions associated with a height of said
seat post (300) and for communicating received instruc-
tions to at least one controller (325; 355) coupled with a
motive source (365) of said seat post (300); and
a valve assembly (445) in communication with said mo-
tive source (365), said valve assembly (445) regulating
fluid flow within a variable finite positioning seat post
height mode in response to a translation of said received
instructions by said motive source (365).
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] This invention relates to systems and methods
for varying the height of a support on which a person may
sit. More particularly, it is directed to a seat post for a
bicycle that is adjustable while riding the bicycle.
[0002] When riding a bicycle, and in particular, the type
of bicycle characterized as a "mountain bike", it is some-
times desirable to change the height of the seat with re-
spect to the frame. For example, when descending steep
hills, the rider many times prefers to sit lower on the bike
or even to move his body further rearward such that he
is positioned behind the saddle in an almost standing
position. In these circumstances, it is useful to have a
seat which may be adjusted into a lowered position such
that the rider may sit lower or avoid having the saddle
positioned at his chest level during the ride.
[0003] Conventionally, commercially available bicy-
cles generally have height adjustable seats. When de-
siring a seat height change, the rider must stop and dis-
mount from his bicycle in order to manually adjust the
seat’s height by adjusting a lever actuated seat post.
[0004] However, bicycle racers and others who desire
an uninterrupted riding experience may find such starting
and stopping of the bicycle in order to adjust the seats’
height to be unproductive, inconvenient, and unpleasant.
Thus, there is a need for a seat support for a bicycle
whose height may be adjusted while the bicycle is being
ridden.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] According to some embodiments there is pro-
vided a system comprising:

a seat post;
a user interface operatively connected with said seat
post, said user interface configured for receiving in-
structions associated with a height of said seat post
and for communicating received instructions to at
least one controller coupled with a motive source of
said seat post; and
a valve assembly in communication with said motive
source, said valve assembly regulating fluid flow
within a variable finite positioning seat post height
mode in response to a translation of said received
instructions by said motive source.

[0006] Preferably, said user interface is remote from
said valve assembly.
[0007] Advantageously, said user interface comprises
at least one of a GUI, button, dial, smart phone, and lever.
[0008] Preferably, said valve assembly comprises:
at least one set of check valves configured for at least
one of opening and closing in response to said transla-
tion.

[0009] Advantageously, a rate of said opening and said
closing of said at least one set of check valves is propor-
tional to a real-time displacement measurement, wherein
said real-time displacement measurement is based on a
measured difference between a seat post height position
instruction of said received instructions and an actual
seat post height of said seat post.
[0010] Preferably, a timing of said opening and said
closing of said at least one set of check valves is propor-
tional to a real-time displacement measurement, wherein
said real-time displacement measurement is based on a
measured difference between a seat post height position
instruction of said received instructions and an actual
seat post height of said seat post.
[0011] Advantageously, said at least one set of check
valves comprises two sets of check valves positioned,
relative to each other, in a series, and opposed to each
other, such that one-way only movement is achieved in
response to said translation.
[0012] Preferably the system further comprises a pro-
portional-integral-derivative controller configured for
controlling a rate of said opening and said closing of said
at least one set of check valves.
[0013] Advantageously the system further comprises
a proportional-integral-derivative controller configured
for controlling a timing of said opening and said closing
of said at least one set of check valves.
[0014] Preferably, the system further comprises a dis-
placement sensor coupled with said controller, said dis-
placement sensor configured for measuring a displace-
ment between a seat post height position instruction and
an actual seat post height of said seat post.
[0015] In one embodiment said displacement sensor
is a pressure sensor.
[0016] Advantageously, said user interface comprises
at least one activation button configured for activating a
pre-programmed seat post position, wherein said con-
troller comprises said pre-programmed seat post posi-
tion.
[0017] Preferably said seat post comprises
an upper post;
a lower post within which said upper post telescopically
slides; and
an anti-rotation bushing positioned in between an upper
post and a lower post of said seat post, said anti-rotation
bushing configured for stabilizing said seat post in at least
one direction.
[0018] Advantageously, said anti-rotation bushing
comprises:

a first side; and
a second side, wherein a portion of said first side of
said anti-rotation bushing is positioned in a first slot
of said upper post and a portion of said second side
of said anti-rotation bushing is positioned in a second
slot of said lower post.

[0019] Preferably, at least one of said portion of said
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first side and said portion of said second side comprises
a pre-load configuration.
[0020] In one embodiment said pre-load configuration
comprises:

a first arm coupled to a body of said anti-rotation
bushing; and
a second arm coupled to said body and separated
from said first arm by a gap, wherein said first arm,
said gap, and said second arm are configured to fit,
with pre-load, into at least one of said first slot and
said second slot.

[0021] Advantageously the system further comprises:

a motor output shaft coupled with said motive source
and internal to said seat post, said motor output shaft
configured for rotating in response to said transla-
tion; and
a cam coupled with said motor output shaft and said
valve assembly and internal to said seat post, said
cam configured for moving in response to said rotat-
ing of said motor output shaft and configured for at
least one of seating and unseating at least one check
valve ball set.

[0022] Preferably said at least one controller compris-
es a proportional-integral-derivative controller.
[0023] Advantageously, the system further comprises
at least one antenna coupled to said seat post, said at
least one antenna configured for enabling communica-
tion between said user interface and said motive source.
[0024] Preferably, said at least one antenna is coupled
to a top of at least one of an upper and a lower post of
said seat post.
[0025] Advantageously, the system further comprises
at least one power connector location configured for en-
abling power to be received at said seat post.
[0026] Preferably, said at least one power connector
location is positioned at an upper end of a lower post.
[0027] Advantageously, said at least one power con-
nector location is positioned at a lower end of a lower post.
[0028] Preferably, the system further comprises a
switch coupled with said seat post, said switch configured
for enabling a reprogramming of said valve assembly to
only operate in either one of an infinite positioning seat
post height mode or a finite positioning seat post height
mode.
[0029] Advantageously, the system further comprises
a voice activated audio detection module coupled with
said seat post, said voice activated audio detection mod-
ule configured for receiving audible position instructions,
translating said audible position instructions, and trans-
mitting translated audible position instructions to said at
least one controller, such that an instruction for a desired
position for said seat post is received at said controller.
[0030] Preferably, said instructions received at said us-
er interface comprise an audible instruction, wherein said

user interface comprises a voice activated audio detec-
tion module.
[0031] Advantageously, said at least one controller
comprises:

an input parameter receiver configured for receiving
an input;
a threshold determiner coupled with said input pa-
rameter receiver, said threshold determiner config-
ured for determining whether or not a predetermined
threshold has been exceeded; and
a comparator coupled with said threshold determin-
er, said comparator configured for comparing said
input and said threshold; and
a signal generator coupled with said comparator,
said signal generator configured for generating a sig-
nal based upon said comparing.

[0032] Preferably said input is associated with physi-
ological factor relating to a rider of a vehicle that com-
prising said seat post.
[0033] According to some embodiments there is pro-
vided a gear shifting system comprising:

a controller;
a gear shifter in communication with the controller;
a performance sensor in communication with the
controller.

[0034] According to other embodiments there is pro-
vided a suspension modification system comprising:

a controller;
a suspension device in communication with the con-
troller;
a performance sensor in communication with the
controller.

[0035] According to other embodiments there is pro-
vided a seat post for a vehicle such as a bicycle, which
seat post comprises:

an upper post telescopically arranged with a lower
post, telescopic movement between the upper and
lower posts changing the height of the seat post;
a valve assembly for selectively permitting said tel-
escopic movement by regulating a fluid flow through
the valve assembly;
a motive source for controlling said valve assembly
to provide said regulation of fluid flow;
a controller for controlling the motive source, wherein
the controller is adapted for receiving an instruction
indicating a desired adjustment of the height of said
seat post and controlling the motive source accord-
ingly.

[0036] According to yet other embodiments there is
provided a vehicle such as a bicycle, which vehicle com-
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prises a system as set out above, or a seat post as set
out above.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0037]

FIG. 1 depicts a perspective view of a conventional
seat post attached to the saddle and the bicycle
frame.
FIG. 2 depicts a perspective view of a handle bar
coupled with a set of control levers, in accordance
with an embodiment.
FIG. 3A depicts a perspective view of a seat post
coupled with a saddle clamp assembly, in accord-
ance with an embodiment.
FIG. 3B depicts a high-level block diagram schemat-
ically depicting a method for adjusting a valve as-
sembly such that the seat post is enabled to move
into different positions, in accordance with an em-
bodiment.
FIG. 4 depicts a sectional view of a seat post, in
accordance with an embodiment.
FIG. 5 depicts a sectional view of a portion of FIG.
4, showing flowpath arrows describing a flowpath
during compression of the seat post, in accordance
with an embodiment.
FIG. 6 depicts a sectional view of a portion of FIG.
4, showing flowpath arrows describing a flowpath
during compression of the seat post, in accordance
with an embodiment.
FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B depict a sectional view of a seat
post during compression states, in accordance with
an embodiment.
FIG. 8 depicts a sectional view of FIG. 4, showing
flowpath arrows describing a flowpath during exten-
sion of the seat post. This actually shows the com-
pression phase, in regards to the valves, not exten-
sion. Arrows should be reversed, or I should supply
another figure.
FIG. 9 depicts a sectional view of FIG. 4, showing
flowpath arrows describing a flowpath during exten-
sion of the seat post.
FIG. 10 depicts a sectional view of the valve assem-
bly 445 of FIG. 4 in a closed position, in accordance
with an embodiment.
FIG. 11 depicts a sectional view of the valve assem-
bly 445 of FIG. 4 in a compression position, in ac-
cordance with an embodiment.
FIG. 12 depicts a sectional view of the valve assem-
bly 445 of FIG. 4 in an extension position, in accord-
ance with an embodiment.
FIG. 13 depicts a sectional view of the valve assem-
bly 445 of FIG. 4 in a full-open position, in accordance
with an embodiment.
FIG. 14A depicts an antenna coupled with a seat
post, in accordance with an embodiment.
FIG. 14B depicts a circuit drawing including a pro-

portional-integral-derivative controller ("PID control-
ler") 1410, in accordance with an embodiment.
FIG. 15 depicts a sectional view of a bushing for pre-
venting rotational slop between the upper post and
the lower post, in accordance with an embodiment.
FIG. 16 shows an enlarged view of the bushing 1500
of FIG. 15, in accordance with an embodiment.
FIG. 17 depicts a controller coupled with a motive
source M of a seat post, in accordance with an em-
bodiment.

[0038] The drawings referred to in this description
should be understood as not being drawn to scale except
if specifically noted.

DESCRIPTION

[0039] Reference will now be made in detail to embod-
iments of the present technology, examples of which are
illustrated in the accompanying drawings. While the tech-
nology will be described in conjunction with various em-
bodiment(s), it will be understood that they are not in-
tended to limit the present technology to these embodi-
ments. On the contrary, the present technology is appli-
cable to alternative embodiments, modifications and
equivalents, which may be included within the spirit and
scope of the invention as defined by the appended
claims.
[0040] Furthermore, in the following description of em-
bodiments, numerous specific details are set forth in or-
der to provide a thorough understanding of the present
technology. However, the present technology may be
practiced without these specific details. In other instanc-
es, well known methods, procedures, and components
have not been described in detail as not to unnecessarily
obscure aspects of the present disclosure.
[0041] Embodiments describe an adjustable seat post
for a vehicle, the various height positions for which ad-
justments may occur are programmable by the rider.
More particularly and as will be described herein, em-
bodiments enable the regulation of fluid flow with a var-
iable finite positioning seat post height mode in response
to a movement of a motive source (any source of energy
used to produce motion, e.g., solenoid) attached to the
seat post. As such, at least two possible position modes
of an adjustable seat post are, but not limited to, the fol-
lowing: (1) an infinite position mode; and (2) a finite po-
sition mode. Further, the seat post’s movement to the
intended position is accomplished, in embodiments, such
that the seat post arrives at the desired position in a gentle
manner and without overshoot.
[0042] The following discussion will first describe con-
ventional seat posts and limitations thereof. The discus-
sion then turns to embodiments: the structure and func-
tion of the vehicle assembly along with a seat post and
a user interface attached thereto (e.g., a lever, set of
levers, mobile device, power meter, heart rate monitor,
voice activation, GPS device with stored map); a bushing
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configured for remedying at least a majority of the "play"
between the upper and lower post of the seat post; and
an electromechanical controller configured for adjusting
a seat post according to location, terrain detail, and/or
physiological human factors.
[0043] Referring now to FIG. 1, a bicycle seat post 100
is a tube that extends upwards from the bicycle frame
110 to the saddle 105 (bicycle seat). The amount that
the seat post extends out of the frame can usually be
adjusted. Seat posts may be made of various materials,
such as, but not limited to being, the following: steel, alu-
minum, titanium, carbon fiber, and aluminum wrapped in
carbon fiber. Seat posts generally clamp onto saddle
rails. Generally, old or inexpensive seat posts slide into
a separate clamp that then itself clamps to the saddle rail.
[0044] Various types of seat posts may include at least
one or more of the following types: plain; micro-adjusta-
ble; integrated; aero; suspension; pivotal; seatmast and
cap; and dropper. The plain seat post tends to be found
on older or less expensive bikes or kids’ bikes, and con-
sists of a tube which may decrease in diameter for about
the last inch on the lower end while having a separate
clamping mechanism at the upper end.
[0045] In contrast to the "plain" seat post, the dropper
seat post, which generally appears on mountain bikes,
can be remotely shortened (lowered) using a control lever
positioned on the bicycle’s handlebar. On technical sec-
tions of a trail, a rider may cause the seat post to lower
by triggering the actuating lever on the handlebar while
the rider also depresses the saddle. Typically, the actu-
ating lever of a dropper seat post will open a valve or
latch in the seat post so that the seat post can move up
or down. Dropper seat posts have an air spring and use
the rider’s weight to move them down, and will only raise
themselves when the valve or latch internal to the seat
post is opened (via handlebar remote). Conventional
dropper seat posts are "micro-adjustable". There are two
types of microadjustable seat posts: (1) seat posts that
can be continuously adjusted to an infinite number of
positions; and (2) seat posts that can only be adjusted
to a predetermined (preprogrammed) ’Don’t’ number of
positions.
[0046] For example, with regard to seat posts that can
only be adjusted to a preprogrammed number of posi-
tions, the seat post adjustment positions may be that of
the following three positions: up; middle; and down. Gen-
erally, the rider prefers that the seat post be in the "up"
position during a ride over flat terrain, a road surface, or
pedaling up small hills on a road surface. The rider gen-
erally prefers that the seat post be in the "middle" position
when the rider still wants a small amount of power through
pedaling but yet would still like the saddle to be at least
partially out of the way. This situation may occur while
riding down a gentle hill or when the rider anticipates
having to climb a hill immediately after a short decent.
The rider generally prefers that the seat post be in the
"down" position when the rider is descending a steep
hillside. In this situation, the rider would be positioned

rearward of the saddle and essentially be in a mostly
standing position. By doing such, the rider changes his
center of gravity to be rearward of the bicycle and lower,
thereby accomplishing a more stable and safer riding po-
sition. Additionally, since the saddle is lowered, it is not
positioned in the riders’ chest area, contributing to a safer
ride.
[0047] Some mountain bikers prefer that the infinitely
adjustable seat post be installed on their mountain bikes,
enabling them to adjust their saddle at any given moment
to any given terrain detail.
[0048] As opposed to the infinitely-adjustable seat post
that can require hunting and pecking to find a desirable
position between "full-up" and "full-down" positions, other
mountain bikers prefer that the dropper seat post has
three predetermined positions (or any other finite number
of positions) be installed on their mountain bikes, which
the riders grow accustomed to through use: the full-up
position; the full-down position; and the middle position.
The full-up and full-down positions are essentially the
same whether it is a three-position seat post or an infi-
nitely-adjustable seat post, as they have mechanical
stops.
[0049] While the conventional dropper seat post ena-
bles a faster and more enjoyable ride, there are also cer-
tain inconveniences for the bicycle rider that accompany
its use. For example, once the seat post is user actuated
through the remote handlebar lever, the seat post gen-
erally arrives at least slightly later to its intended position
than that arrival timing desired by the rider. There is a
lag time between the rider’s instruction to go to a different
position and the actual arrival of the seat post to that
position. This lag time provides for a more complicated
and difficult riding condition, especially for racers. Addi-
tionally, and conversely, other conventional dropper seat
posts arrive at the intended position with too much
aplomb, causing a vibration and jerk which is uncomfort-
able and distracting to the rider. This hard and abrupt
arrival also may cause the seat post to overshoot the
intended position.
[0050] Another inconvenience provided by the conven-
tional dropper seat post involves the gap existing be-
tween the seat post and the tube (lower post) within which
the seat post telescopically slides. There is "play" be-
tween the seat post and the lower post. This play causes
the seat post, and hence the saddle, to rotate about the
seat post axis slightly during the ride in an impromptu
fashion. This causes a vague feedback sensation while
riding and a distraction.
[0051] Embodiments provide for a dropper seat post
which is capable of accomplishing both of the foregoing
modalities: (1) user-programmability to accommodate a
definitive (finite) number of seat post positions (e.g., up,
middle, and down); (2) user-programmability to set the
height of the definitive (finite) positions; and (3) user-pro-
grammability to accommodate an infinite number of po-
sitions. As will be described herein, a variety of mecha-
nisms enable the user interface actuated seat post to
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switch/rotate between these modalities via buttons,
switches, levers, etc. As will be further described below,
the instructions received via the user interface (e.g., han-
dlebar lever) cause components (e.g., valves, cam) po-
sitioned within the seat post to shift/rotate, thereby con-
trolling fluid flow there through and, ultimately, the vertical
movement of the seat post and the saddle.
[0052] Embodiments provide a mechanism which en-
ables a proportional movement and the gentle arrival of
the seat post to various intended positions, based upon
the calculated position of the seat post itself during move-
ment. An electrical system, as will be described herein,
is used to control the movement of the seat post. The
electrical system senses the position of the seat post
relative to its intended position, and sends signals that
actuate components (e.g., cam, valves) within the seat
post. These components, as will be described herein,
cause the seat post to slow down as the seat post starts
getting closer to the intended position, thereby creating
a gentle arrival for the seat post.
[0053] Embodiments provide a mechanism for pre-
venting the majority, if not all, of the movement between
the seat post and the lower post through the use of a
novel bushing design providing anti-rotation capabilities.
As will be described in greater detail below, in one em-
bodiment, the bushing is split, enabling a preload capa-
bility that functions to more securely retain the upper and
lower posts of the seat post in a stable position during
the ride.
[0054] In one embodiment, the seat post is actuated
by a controller designed for receiving and analyzing input
associated with a cyclist’s heart rate as well as the cy-
clist’s GPS coordinates. For example, if the controller
receives input that describes the cyclist’s heart rate as
being lower than a given preprogrammed threshold while
riding, then the controller may signal to the seat post to
move up or down, causing the cyclist’s work rate and
heart rate to increase or decrease. In another example,
if the controller receives input that describes the cyclist’s
GPS coordinates as being such that the cyclist is just
about to arrive at terrain having a steep descent, the con-
troller may cause the seat post to lower in preparation
for the descent.
[0055] While the examples herein may often be de-
scribed in reference to bicycles, the elements disclosed
herein are suitable for use on a wide variety of vehicles.
[0056] FIG. 2 depicts a handle bar 200 with a set of
control levers 205 coupled therewith, according to an em-
bodiment. The set of control levers 205 is a type of user
interface with which the user employs for communicating
seat post height instructions to the seat post. Of note,
the set of control levers 205 is used herein to describe
various embodiments. However, it should be understood
that the term, "user interface" may be substituted for the
set of control levers 205, in various embodiments. It
should also be appreciated that the user interface may
be at least, but not limited to, any of the following com-
ponents capable of communicating with the seat post:

wireless device, power meter, heart rate monitor, voice
activation device, GPS device having stored map, graph-
ical user interface, button, dial, smart phone (e.g.,
iPhone™), and lever)
[0057] The set of control levers 205 includes at least
one control lever, such as the first control lever 205A and
the second control lever 205B. The set of control levers
205 are mechanically and/or electronically connected
(via wire/cable and/or wirelessly) to various components
within the seat post. When the cyclist moves the set of
control levers 205, via the connections between the set
of control levers 205 and the seat post, he is causing a
cam within the seat post to shift positions. The shifting
cam, in turn, moves against valves, causing the valves
within a valve system to open and/or close. This opening
and/or closing of the valves control the fluid movement
through and surrounding the valve system.
[0058] FIG. 3A depicts a perspective view of a seat
post 300 coupled with a saddle clamp assembly 305. In
one embodiment, the seat post 300 includes an upper
post 310 and a lower post 315 within which the upper
post 310 telescopically slides upon actuation of a handle
bar lever, such as the set of control levers 205 shown in
FIG. 2.
[0059] FIG. 3B depicts a high-level block diagram
schematically depicting a method for adjusting the valve
assembly 445 such that the seat post 300 is enabled to
move into different positions, in accordance with an em-
bodiment. As shown in FIG. 3B, the externally positioned
electronic remote controller 355 or electronic controller
325 may be positioned anywhere. For example, when
the system as described herein is associated with a bi-
cycle, the electronic remote controller 355 or the elec-
tronic controller 325 may be mounted on the handlebar
200. The handlebar 200, or any other component of a
bicycle, may variously contain one or more of the follow-
ing attached thereto: an electronic controller 325; a me-
chanical remote controller 345; and an electronic remote
controller 355.
[0060] As shown in FIG. 3B, a motive source M 365 is
associated with the cam 520. The motive source M 365
can comprise any conventional source of torque, includ-
ing servo-motors and/or mechanical gear drives (neither
shown). The motive source M 365 may be associated
with a controller, for example: (a) an electrical wire 360
for connecting motive source M 365 to an externally po-
sitioned electronic remote controller 355; (b) a mechan-
ical cable 350 for connecting motive source M 365 to an
externally positioned mechanical remote controller 345;
and (c) an electronic controller 325, such as a CPU, re-
ceives control signals from one or more sensors 330A-
C and sends control signals to the motive source M 365.
Sensors 330A-C may detect such example conditions as
vertical acceleration, speed, and inclination. Additionally,
the motive source M 365 may also have a controller 370
therein capable of receiving instructions from the elec-
tronic remote controller 355 and the electronic controller
325, and translating these instructions into movement of
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components attached thereto. The controller 370 may
also be configured to function as the electronic controller
325 described herein.
[0061] In general, and as will be described herein in
greater detail, in one embodiment the rider is able to
cause the seat post 300 to move up and/or down by mov-
ing a lever of a remote controller (either the electronic
remote controller 355 and/or the mechanical remote con-
troller 345) attached to the handlebar 200. The remote
controller receives the seat post height instructions from
the rider, and sends these instructions through either the
electrical wire 360 and/or the mechanical cable 350 to
the motive source M 365. The controller 370 of the motive
source M 365 then translates these instructions into par-
ticularized movement of the motor output shaft 515. As
will be described herein, the motor output shaft 515 is
attached to the cam 520 and moves/rotates in response
to the movement of the motor output shaft 515. The ro-
tation of the cam 520 variously serves to seat and unseat
check valve balls of the check valves (of the valve as-
sembly 445), thereby causing the check valves to open
and/or close. Generally, the operation of a cam in relation
to check valves is known in the art, a discussion of which
may be found in, "Gas Spring Curve control in an Adjust-
able-Volume Gas-Pressurized Device", by Robert C.
Fox, U.S. Patent Publication No. 2008/0116622, all of
which is incorporated in its entirety herein. As will also
be described herein, the opening and closing of the check
valves has a direction relationship with the compression
and extension of the seat post 300. Thus, the remote
controllers attached to the handlebar 200 ultimately con-
trol the opening and closing of the check valves of the
valve assembly 445, and hence the extension and com-
pression of the seat post 300.
[0062] Shown and as will be described herein, in one
embodiment, the check valves of the valve assembly 445
are arranged in a rotary cam layout. In one embodiment,
the check valves of the valve assembly 445 are arranged
inline with each other. This inline arrangement enables
a linear cam to displace the valve balls of the check
valves. In another embodiment, the check valves of the
valve assembly 445 are arranged in series and opposed
to each other such that the opening of each check valve
of the check valves, one at a time, results in a one-way
flow.
[0063] FIG. 4 depicts a sectional view of the seat post
300 of FIG. 3A, shown in an extended position, in ac-
cordance with an embodiment. As was described herein,
the seat post 300 in FIG. 3A depicts the upper post 310
coupled with the saddle clamp assembly 305 and is par-
tially positioned within the lower post 315 such that the
upper post 310 is able to telescopically slide in and out
of the lower post 315. Referring once again to FIG. 4, at
the upper end of the seat post 300 is depicted a pressu-
rized gas fill valve 405 and an oil fill valve 410. Internal
to the upper post 310 is the main oil chamber 415, the
inner tube one 460, the pressurized air chamber 420
(above the internal floating piston 620), and the outer

tube one 310, which is shown integral to the upper post.
At the upper end of the lower post 315 is shown the piston
450 and the accumulator oil chamber 425 (below the in-
ternal floating piston 620). Internal to the lower post 315
is depicted the inner tube two 430, the outer tube two
435, a sealed, unpressurized air chamber 440 containing
unpressurized air, and the valve assembly 445 along with
the motive source M 365 (from FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B).
(With regard to the unpressurized air chamber 440, its
presence is not necessary for embodiments to function.
However, in one embodiment, the pressure, in the un-
pressurized air chamber 440, is used to activate a pres-
sure sensor 570 [of FIG. 5] which may be used as the
displacement sensor. In one embodiment, the displace-
ment sensor is the pressure sensor 570. The pressure
sensor 570, in various embodiments, measures pressure
in the unpressurized air chamber 440 in the lower post
315 and/or the accumulator oil chamber 425 and/or the
pressurized air chamber, 420.)
[0064] The detail 465 (including the piston 450) and
the detail 470 (including the valve assembly 445) will be
described in greater detail below.
[0065] Next, with reference to FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, the
operation, while in the compression setting, of various
components within the seat post 300 and the fluid flow-
path will be described. FIG. 5 depicts a sectional view of
the detail 470 of FIG. 4, including the valve assembly
445, in accordance with an embodiment. FIG. 6 depicts
a sectional view of the detail 465 of FIG. 4, in accordance
with an embodiment. As will be seen, the four check balls
(check valve ball set one 535 [containing two check balls]
and check valve ball set two 530 [containing two check
balls]) interact with the cam 520 to provide four different
settings of the valve assembly 445: (1) all check valves
are held open (enabling both compression and extension
of the seat post 300); (2) all check valves are closed
(neither compression nor extension of the seat post 300
may occur); (3) the check valve ball set one 535 is held
open while the check valve ball set two 530 is not held
open by the cam 520 (enabling the extension of the seat
post 300 while preventing compression of the seat post
300); and (4) the check valve ball set two 530 is held
open while check valve ball set one 535 is not held open
by the cam 520 (enabling the compression of the seat
post 300 while preventing extension of the seat post 300).
[0066] With reference still to FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, in one
embodiment, the rider manipulates the set of control le-
vers 205 that are positioned on the handlebar 200 of the
bicycle to achieve the "compression setting". In various
embodiments, the set of control levers 205 includes any
form of lever or button that may at least be rider-activated
to cause the cam 520 to shift/rotate to a different position.
The set of control levers 205 may be at least one actu-
atable (able to be actuated) trigger (the actuating of the
trigger causes the instructions to be sent to the motive
source M 365) that is configured for receiving a pattern
of touches. The pattern of touches represents a seat post
height position instruction. The seat post height position
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instruction includes, among other instructions, the follow-
ing: an infinite positioning seat post height mode (no set
number of positions preprogrammed into the controller
370 coupled to the motive source M 365); and a finite
positioning seat post height mode (e.g., three positions:
up; middle; and down). The set of control levers 205 are
attached to the motive source M 365 via a wire and/or
wireless capability. Of note, the user interface, in one
embodiment, is attached to the motive source M 365 via
a wire and/or wireless capability. The set of control levers
205 is but a type of user interface with which the user
may interact. The motive source M 365 is coupled to the
motor output shaft 515, which is itself coupled to the cam
520. Additionally, the controller 370 may be prepro-
grammed to include a set position, such as a "middle
position". The set of control levers 205, in various em-
bodiments, includes at least one activation button 385
coupled to the handlebar 200. The at least one activation
button 385 activates a pre-programmed position for the
seat post 300, wherein the programming of the pre-pro-
grammed position for the seat post 300 was performed
by the manufacturer, rider, and/or some other entity. In
one embodiment, for example, the pre-programmed po-
sition may be that of the middle position. However, it
should be understood that the pre-programmed position
may be any number and location of positions. For in-
stance, the up and down positions may be prepro-
grammed to be anywhere between the mechanical hard
stops (at full-up and full-down positions). Thus, the user
is able to reprogram the positions (the positions having
already been previously programmed) of the seat post
300 with the user’s desired positions.
[0067] In response to the compression setting instruc-
tion from the rider via the set of control levers 205, the
motive source M 365 is instructed to cause the motor
output shaft 515 to rotate, thereby also causing the cam
520 that is attached to the motor output shaft 515 to also
rotate. The rotation of the cam 520, according to com-
pression setting instructions (via the set of control levers
205), unseats the check valve ball set two 530 (Check
valve ball set two 530 includes two check valve balls
spaced 180 degrees apart from each other, in one em-
bodiment. Of note, the check valve ball set one 535 is
spaced apart about 60 degrees apart from the check
valve ball set two 530. The two check valve balls of check
valve ball set one 535 are spaced about 180 degrees
apart from each other.) of the check valve two 525. The
cam 520 displaces check valve ball set two 530 to allow
for fluid to flow through the check valve two 525 and to
allow for the compression of the seat post 300 (the move-
ment of the upper post 310 into the lower post 315 after
the rider sits on the saddle, as will be described below),
which means that the oil is enabled to flow from the main
oil chamber 415 to the accumulator oil chamber 425
through the check valve two 525 which has the displaced
check valve ball set two 530.
[0068] When the rider initially sits on the bicycle saddle,
the pressure in the main oil chamber 415 (see FIG. 4 and

FIG. 6) is increased. This pressure increase in the main
oil chamber 415 easily displaces check valve ball set one
535. If the check valve two 525 is open (due to rotation
of the cam 520 unseating the check valve ball set two
530), then the upper post 310 of the seat post 300 is
enabled to slide further into the lower post 315. Thus, the
check valve one 510 and the check valve two 525 are
open during the compression setting and after the rider
initially sits on the saddle, allowing fluid to flow there
through.
[0069] The arrows in both FIG. 5 and FIG. 6 show the
direction of and the fluid flowpath while the check valves
are positioned for the compression setting. FIG. 7A and
7B depict a sectional view of the seat post 300 during
compression states, in accordance with an embodiment.
The detail 705 and the detail 710 will be described in
greater detail below with reference to FIG. 8 and FIG. 9.
[0070] For example, with reference to FIG. 7A, when
the upper post 310 slides further into the lower post 315,
the main oil chamber 415 holding fluid decreases in size;
pressure is placed on the fluid within the main oil chamber
415, causing the fluid to flow out of (see flowpath arrow
630 of FIG. 6) the main oil chamber 415 and into the inner
tube two 430 positioned within the lower post 315. As
can be seen in FIG. 7B, during the compression setting,
the upper post 310 has slid entirely into the lower post
315. As a result, substantially all (all of at least most of
the fluid) of the fluid within the main oil chamber 415 has
entered and exited the inner tube two 430. Thus, while
the rider continues to sit and thereby exert downward
force on the saddle and the seat post 300, the increased
pressure in the main oil chamber 415 causes the fluid to
flow from the inner tube one 460 that houses main oil
chamber 415 into the inner tube two 430. The center 625
(see FIG. 6) of the piston 450 is open and allows flow
from the inner tube one 460 to the inner tube two 430.
[0071] The fluid flows through the inner tube two 430
and to and through (see flowpath arrows 540, 545, and
550) the open check valve one 510 and the open check
valve two 525. After flowing through the open check valve
two 525, the fluid flows (see flowpath arrow 555) through
the outer valve coupler 505 and into the outer tube two
435 (see flowpath arrow 560). From the outer valve cou-
pler 505, the fluid flows into the accumulator oil chamber
425 (see flowpath arrow 635 of FIG. 6). As can be seen
in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B, some fluid flows into the accu-
mulator oil chamber 425 during the sliding of the upper
post 310 into the lower post 315 during compression.
Some fluid also flows between outer tube two 435 and
inner tube one 460 during compression. Thus, the vol-
ume of fluid that enters the accumulator oil chamber 425
is equal to the full volume of outer tube two 435 (as if it
were solid) that enters the inner tube one through the
seal head 615 (of FIG. 6).
[0072] FIG. 6 also depicts a sealhead 615, a pressu-
rized air chamber 420, an unpressurized air chamber
440, a main oil seal 610, and an internal floating piston
620. Of note, during the compression of the seat post
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300, the internal floating piston 620 is displaced upward.
This upward displacement increases the pressure in the
pressurized air chamber 420.
[0073] As the seat post 300 approaches the intended
position as was instructed by the rider via the set of control
levers 205, the motive source M 365, being coupled with
an electrical computer system, is preprogrammed to
cause the motor output shaft 515 to rotate the cam 520
into a position such that the check valve ball set one 535
is once again seated within the check valve one 510. As
will be described herein in more detail in regards to two
PID loops integrated within embodiments, the controller
370 is constantly checking the current position of the seat
post 300 in relation to the desired position (in a first PID
loop). At a certain point, the valve assembly 445 starts
to close, which slows the movement of the seat post 300.
As the seat post 300 approaches the desired position,
the valve assembly 445 is adjusting itself to regulate the
speed of the seat post 300. Moreover, there is another
PID loop (separate from the "first" PID loop) for the valve
assembly 445 that constantly monitors the position of the
cam 520 (guided by the motive source M 365) vs. the set
point of the cam 520. Thus, the motor (motive source M
365) can slow itself down (in addition to slowing the seat
post 300 down by gradually closing the valve assembly
445 before it reaches the motor setpoint so that the cam
520 won’t overshoot its intended position. As will also be
described herein in more detail, this is a gradual process
that allows control of the return speed of the seat post
300, prevents over-shoot of the seat post 300, and allows
adjustment even after the valve assembly 445 is in a
closed position. Since fluid may no longer flow through
the check valve one 510 due to its being in a closed po-
sition, the compression movement of the seat post 300
is halted.
[0074] Of significance, in various embodiments, the
check valves, check valve 510 and check valve 525, of
the valve assembly 445, are positioned in a series, rela-
tive to each other, and opposed to each other. This par-
ticular positioning enables one-way only movement. For
example, the seat post 300 may only extend or only com-
press in response to a movement of the motive source
M 365.
[0075] FIG. 8 and FIG. 9 depict a sectional view of FIG.
4, showing flowpath arrows describing a flowpath during
an extension of the seat post 300, in accordance with an
embodiment. FIG. 8 depicts a sectional view of the detail
705 of FIG. 7A, in accordance with an embodiment. FIG.
9 depicts a sectional view of detail 710 of FIG. 7A, in
accordance with an embodiment. The flowpath arrows
describing the flowpath during an extension of the seat
post 300 appear in a reversed state as those flowpath
arrows describing the flowpath of fluid during the com-
pression of the seat post 300.
[0076] In one embodiment, the rider manipulates the
set of control levers 205 to achieve an "extension setting".
In response to the extension setting instruction from the
rider via the set of control levers 205, the motive source

M 365 is instructed to cause the motor output shaft 515
to rotate, thereby also causing the cam 520 to rotate. The
rotation of the cam 520, according to the extension setting
instructions (via the set of control levers 205), unseats
check valve ball set one 535 of the check valve one 510,
thereby opening up the check valve one 510, to assist in
allowing the fluid from the accumulator oil chamber 425
to eventually flow there through and arrive at the main
oil chamber 415.
[0077] More specifically, and with reference to FIG. 8
and FIG. 9, the fluid flowpath may be described as follows
with reference to an extension setting, in accordance with
an embodiment. Once the rotation of the cam 520 causes
the check valve one 510 to open by way of unseating
check valve ball set one 535, the fluid residing in the
accumulator oil chamber 425 begins to flow toward and
through (see flowpath arrow 905 and 805) the outer tube
two 435.
[0078] The fluid then flows through (see flowpath arrow
810) the outer valve coupler 505 and toward (see flow-
path arrow 815) the check valve two 525. The fluid flow
from the outer valve coupler 505 pushes the check valve
two 525 downward into its seat proportional to the pres-
sure from the fluid moving toward the check valve two
525 from the accumulator oil chamber 425.
[0079] The fluid continues to flow (see flowpath arrow
820) from the opened check valve two 525 toward and
through the opened check valve one 510. The fluid then
flows from the opened check valve one 510 into and
through (see flowpath arrow 825) inner tube two 430.
From the inner tube two 430, the fluid flows (see flowpath
arrow 910) into the main oil chamber 415.
[0080] Of significance, the flow of the fluid as described
herein is part of a gradual process obtained through the
use of the two PID loops.
[0081] Once an intended extension position is
reached, the cam 520 rotates, prompted by the motive
source M 365, such that the cam 520 knocks the check
valve ball set one 535 back onto its seat. The fluid flow
through the check valve one 510 is then halted.
[0082] Next will be described, with reference to FIG.S
10-13, the check ball valves of the check valves in the
four various position settings.
[0083] FIG. 10 depicts a sectional view of the valve
assembly 445 of FIG. 4 in a closed position, in accord-
ance with an embodiment. The valve assembly 445 in-
cludes the check valve ball set one 535 (including the
check valve ball one 535A and check valve ball one 535B)
and the check valve ball set two 530 (including the check
valve ball two 530A and the check valve ball two 530B).
As shown, the cam 520, in one embodiment, is rather
elliptical in shape, with lobes 1005A, 1005B, 1005C, and
1005D (hereinafter, "lobes 1005") and grooves 1010A,
1010B, 1010C, and 1010D (hereinafter, "grooves 1010).
The elliptical shape, along with the lobes 1005 and the
grooves 1010, enables the cam 520, once rotated, to
push against and unseat the check valve balls within the
check valves. It should be appreciated that the cam 520
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may be of any shape that enables the cam 520, once
rotated, to unseat the check valve balls of the check
valves, thereby opening up the check valve such that
fluid may flow there through. FIG. 10 shows the valve
assembly 445 such that the cam 520 does not touch or
push against any of the check valves of the valve assem-
bly 445, thereby creating the "closed" position.
[0084] FIG. 11 depicts a sectional view of the valve
assembly 445 of FIG. 4 in a compression position, in
accordance with an embodiment. As shown, the valve
assembly 445 includes the check valve ball set one 535
and the check valve ball set two 530. FIG. 11 shows the
valve assembly 445 such that the cam 520 is touching
and unseating both of the check valve balls of the check
valve ball set two 530. As described herein, after receiv-
ing a compression position instruction from the rider, the
cam 520 is actuated such that the cam 520 rotates and
causes the check valve ball set two 530 to become un-
seated, thereby attaining the "open" position.
[0085] FIG. 12 depicts a sectional view of the valve
assembly 445 of FIG. 4 in an extension position, in ac-
cordance with an embodiment. As shown, the valve as-
sembly 445 includes the check valve ball set one 535
and the check valve ball set two 530. FIG. 12 shows the
valve assembly 445 such that the cam 520 is touching
and unseating both of the check valve balls of the check
valve ball set one 535. As described herein, after receiv-
ing an extension position instruction from the rider, the
cam 520 is actuated such that the cam 520 rotates and
causes the check valve ball set one 535 to be become
unseated, thereby attaining the "open" position.
[0086] FIG. 13 depicts a sectional view of the valve
assembly 445 of FIG. 4 in a full-open position, in accord-
ance with an embodiment. As shown, the valve assembly
445 includes the check valve ball set one 535 and the
check valve ball set two 530. FIG. 13 shows the valve
assembly 445 such that the cam 520 is touching and
unseating both of the check valve balls of the check valve
ball set one 535 and the check valve ball set two 530.
After receiving an instruction from the rider to enable an
infinitely adjustable seat post position, the cam 520 is
actuated such that the cam 520 rotates and cause the
check valve ball set one 535 and the check valve ball set
two 530 to become unseated, thereby attaining the
"open" position for both check valve ball sets. When both
the check valve ball set one 535 and the check valve ball
set two 530 are unseated and in the open position, the
seat post 300 may compress or extend.
[0087] Thus, while riding, the rider may actuate the set
of control levers 205, causing the check valves to shift
to one of the four possible position settings. For example,
the controller 370 of motive source M 365 is enabled to
determine the following seat post positional instructions
from different positions of the levers of the set of control
levers 205: an up position; a middle position; a down
position; and an infinite position mode setting enabling
the transition to any number of positions. In this example,
the "up position" instruction consists of the rider pushing

on the first control lever 205A once. The "middle position"
instruction consists of the rider pushing on the first control
lever 205A twice in a short time frame of one second or
less. The "down position" instruction consists of the rider
pushing on the first control lever 205A three times in a
short time frame of one second or less. The "infinite po-
sition mode setting" instruction consists of the rider push-
ing on the second control lever 205B once. It should be
understood that the foregoing example is just one design
profile for a set of control levers. There may be any
number and combination of ways in which the actuating
switches and/or buttons representing the different posi-
tion modes may be designed.
[0088] Thus, if the seat post 300 is already in a fully
extended position and the rider wants the seat post 300
to compress to the preprogrammed middle position, then
the rider pushes on the first control lever 205A twice with-
in a second or less time period. The motive source M 365
receives the "middle position" instruction. The controller
370 of the motive source M 365 is preprogrammed to
recognize the middle position instruction via the receipt
of a signal, transmitted through the electrical wire 360 or
through wireless capabilities.
[0089] In one embodiment, a switch 390 is coupled to
the vehicle (e.g., bicycle). The switch 390 enables a user
to reprogram embodiments to only operate in either the
infinite positioning seat post height mode or the finite po-
sitioning seat post height mode. The switch 390 is es-
sentially an accessory that may be acquired separate
from the system described herein. Various embodiments
also include a switch information receiver 395 coupled
with the controller 370. In one embodiment, the switch
information receiver 395 receives reprogramming infor-
mation from the switch 390. In one embodiment, the con-
troller 370 receives the information received by the switch
information receiver 395 and processes this information
as seat post height instructions.
[0090] FIG. 14A depicts an antenna coupled with the
seat post 300, in accordance with an embodiment. In one
embodiment, the seat post 300 includes an antenna po-
sitioned on the outside of the seat post 300. As can be
seen in FIG. 14A, in various embodiments, the antenna
1402 may be in at least two different locations on the seat
post 300: the antenna 1402A mounted at the top of the
lower post 315; and the antenna 1402B mounted at the
top of the upper post 310. The antennae 1402 assist in
receiving signals transmitted from any electronic remote
controller 355 or electronic controller 325 to the motive
source M 365. Only one of the two antennae 1402A and
1402B is required for wireless transmission of signals to
the seat post 300. It should be appreciated that the loca-
tions at the top of the lower post 315 and the top of the
upper post 310 are desirable as the seat post 300 may
be installed in a metal bicycle frame. The antennae need
to be in a location such that the signal will not be atten-
uated by the bicycle frame. Of note, FIG. 14A also shows
possible power connector locations, 1404A and 1404B
(hereinafter, 1404, unless otherwise noted.) The loca-
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tions of the power connector 1404 operate to enable a
location on the seat post 300 at which power may be
supplied. Otherwise, a cable (including electrical and/or
mechanical wiring) is attached to the outside of the upper
post 310, which moves with the upper post 310 during
the functioning (adjusting) of the adjustable seat post.
This attachment of the cable to the seat post from the
battery can cause an excess of cable to occur during
compression of the seat post, for example, if the battery
is mounted to the bicycle frame. The excess cable may
be caught on elements of the rider or the passing terrain,
causing inconvenience and/or damage to the bicycle.
[0091] Once the controller 370 recognizes a valid in-
struction sent from the set of control levers 205, then the
controller 370 causes the motive source M 365 to direct
the motor output shaft 515 to rotate, thereby rotating the
cam 520 attached to the motor output shaft 515. The cam
520, in keeping with the instruction to cause the com-
pression of the seat post 300, rotates such that the check
valve ball set two 530 is unseated, thereby allowing fluid
flow there through, as was described herein. The rider,
concurrently, sits on the saddle to cause the check valve
ball set one 535 of the check valve one 510 to unseat,
thereby creating a free flow of fluid through the check
valve one 510 and check valve two 525.
[0092] Once the controller 370 determines that the seat
post 300 has reached its intended position, the motive
source M 365 signals to the motor output shaft 515 to
rotate in a certain direction and number of degrees such
that the attached cam 520 rotates to attain the "closed
position" (in which none of the check valve balls of the
check valves are unseated) described with respect to
FIG. 10.
[0093] In one embodiment, an audible and/or visual
(e.g., LED) indicator provides an indication (to the user)
that the seat post 300 has reached its intended position.
For example, an audible indicator may provide various
preprogrammed noises for various lengths of time and
at various noise levels corresponding to the up, middle,
and down positions of the seat post 300. In another ex-
ample, the visual indicator may provide various prepro-
grammed lights for various lengths of time and at various
intensities. In various embodiments, the audible and vis-
ual indicators are coupled to and receive, via wire and/or
wirelessly, activation instructions from the controller 370.
The activation instructions direct the devices with the au-
dible and visual indicators to provide the associated in-
dication.
[0094] In one embodiment, the controller 370 is pre-
programmed to recognize an instruction from the rider,
via the set of control levers 205, directing the seat post
300 to only move in one direction (either up or down)
regardless of the amount of force exerted upon it. Thus,
if the rider is sitting on the saddle and the controller 370
has received an "extension position" instruction, the seat
post 300 will not move downwards, regardless of the
force with which the rider is sitting on the saddle. Con-
versely, if the rider is riding standing on the pedals and

the controller 370 has received a "compression position"
instruction, the seat post 300 will not move upwards, un-
less the rider overcomes the force preventing the exten-
sion when pulling up on the seat post 300; there is a
limited amount of force preventing extension that is a
function of the internal pressure in the pressurized air
chamber 420 times the annular area between the inner
tube one 460 and outer tube two 435. The air spring in-
ternal to the seat post 300 cannot cause an extension
when the check valve 510 is closed, but the rider could
conceivably overcome this force by pulling on the saddle,
although it is undesirable that this would occur. The de-
sign intent is that the seat post 300 would not extend
when the check valve 510 is closed.
[0095] In another embodiment, the controller 370 is
preprogrammed to receive instructions from a voice ac-
tivated audio detection module 380 mounted on the han-
dlebar 200 or some other area of the bicycle, in which
the voice activated audio detection module 380 receives
audible position instructions from the rider and translates
and transmits these instructions to the controller 370. In
other words, the voice activated audio detection module
is preprogrammed to receive a coded language and
transmit the received coded language in the form of a
position instruction. In this embodiment, the voice acti-
vated audio detection module 380 is positioned separate
from the set of control levers 205 (which may include any
of the following: an electronic remote controller 355; a
mechanical remote controller 345; and an electronic con-
troller 325). In one embodiment, the controller 370 is ca-
pable of receiving and translating audible "position" in-
structions such that the motive source M 365 passes on
these instructions to the motor output shaft 515. In an-
other embodiment, the set of control levers 205 includes
a voice activated audio detection module 380.
[0096] Of significance, in embodiments, the controller
370 of the motive source M 365 is preprogrammed to
recognize an "infinite position" mode instruction from the
rider. Upon receiving this infinite mode instruction, the
motive source M 365 directs the motor output shaft 515
to rotate in a certain direction and number of degrees
such that the attached cam 520 rotate to attain the "fully
open position", as was described with respect to FIG. 13.
[0097] In one embodiment, a proportional-integral-de-
rivative controller (PID controller) is coupled to the motive
source M 365. PID controllers are commonly known in
the industry. Additionally, embodiments also include an
angle sensor and a gear reduction coupled to the motive
source M 365, as well as a displacement sensor (e.g.,
pressure sensor 570). The angle sensor determines the
position of the motive source M 365. The gear reduction
is able to increase or decrease the rate of work of the
gears of the motive source M 365. Typically, the gear
reduction is constant and the output speed of the motor
output shaft 515 is controlled with electrical current. A
variable transmission may also perform the same func-
tion, in some situations. The displacement sensor calcu-
lates how close the seat post is to the desired set position.
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This displacement information is used as feedback to the
controller 370. In application to embodiments, the PID
controller enables, among other things, the system to
determine when (proportional control) and how fast (in-
tegral control) to close the check valves. The PID con-
troller calculates the "error" value as the difference be-
tween the actual position of the seat post 300 and the
desired position of the seat post 300. The PID controller
attempts to minimize this error (difference in positions)
by adjusting the process control inputs, causing the cam
520 to rotate at the same pace as previous rotations, but
with the intent to reduce or eliminate the measured po-
sitional gap to achieve as close a value to zero as pos-
sible.
[0098] FIG. 14B depicts a circuit drawing 1400 includ-
ing a PID controller 1410, in accordance with an embod-
iment. In an example operation scenario, with reference
to a first feedback loop of two feedback loops, the oper-
ation of which will be described herein, the PID controller
1410 receives a compression position instruction (repre-
sented by "signal 1") 1405, which would be considered
to be the desired position of the seat post 300. Then a
displacement sensor calculates the actual position (rep-
resented by "signal 2") of the seat post 300. Signal 1 is
subtracted from signal 2, to attain the displacement error
measurement 1415. The PID controller 1410 uses this
error measurement to determine a solution (motor set-
point 1420) to reduce or eliminate the measured differ-
ence such that the seat post 300 arrives at the desired
location at the desired time. Solutions may include, but
are not limited to being the following: a proportional con-
trol solution (e.g., the motive source M 365 causing the
rotation of the cam 520 to occur in a certain number of
degrees in a certain direction at a steady rate); and an
integral control solution (e.g., the motive source M 365
causing the rotation of the cam 520 a certain number of
degrees in a certain direction at a speed that is deter-
mined to reduce or eliminate the error). During operation,
the speed may be controlled by beginning to rotate the
cam and close a check valve set, the speed at which the
seat post 300 moves may be controlled.
[0099] The motor setpoint 1420 then is fed into the mo-
tor angle controller 1425 (coupled with the motive source
M 365), which has its own feedback (PID) loop (the sec-
ond PID loop) with an encoder. Using the second PID
loop, the encoder receives the signal from the PID con-
troller 1410 and translates this signal by applying a con-
version angle measurement to the number of bits and
the degrees of the motor setpoint 1420. The motor angle
controller 1425 determines which direction and how fast
the motive source M 365 (and hence the cam 520) should
move in order to minimize or eliminate the measured (an-
gular) displacement error between the motor angular po-
sition and the motor angular set point.
[0100] Thus, using the PID controller 1410, embodi-
ments are able to cause the motive source M 365 to spin
slower as the setpoint (desired) point is getting closer.
As such, in some embodiments, the motive source M 365

and the attached controller 370 cause the motor output
shaft 515 to rotate in such a way according to compres-
sion and/or extension instructions such that the valve as-
sembly 445 moves to some position between open and
close, thereby slowing the movement of the seat post
300 to the desired position.
[0101] Thus, using the two feedback loops, the PID
controller 1410 is able to assist in tuning the check valve
openings by instructing the motive source M 365 to cause
the motor output shaft 515 to rotate in a certain direction
and speed. The displacement transducer 1430 takes the
measured displacement 1435 (including information as-
sociated with the displacement sensor and the motor an-
gle controller [measuring angular displacement]) and
converts it into a voltage, which essentially gets convert-
ed into a valve assembly position (e.g., compression po-
sition; extension position).
[0102] Of note, the PID controller 1410 may be used
for any type of electromechanical seat post, including a
seat post using hydraulic valves.
[0103] FIG. 15 depicts a sectional view of a bushing
for preventing rotational slop between the upper post and
the lower post, in accordance with an embodiment. FIG.
16 depicts an enlarged view of the bushing 1500 of FIG.
15, in accordance with an embodiment.
[0104] FIG. 15 shows the upper post 310 telescopically
engaged with the lower post 315. A gap normally exists
in between the upper post 310 and the lower post 315,
causing play with the seat post 300 and the saddle. Em-
bodiments provide for at least one bushing 1500 to be
placed in at least one slot 1505A formed within the upper
post 310 and the lower post 315. This bushing 1500 has
anti-rotation capabilities; the bushings 1500 and 1510
are inserted into the slots 1505A and 1505B of the upper
post 310 and the lower post 315, respectively, such that
there is little or no rotational play between the upper post
310 and the lower post 315.
[0105] The bushings 1500 and 1510 installed within
the slots 1505A and 1505B of the upper post 310 and
the lower post 315, respectively, help reduce and/or elim-
inate rotation about the seat post axis between the upper
and lower post.
[0106] In one embodiment, the bushing is preloaded.
By preloaded, it is meant that the bushing contains a split
in its design such that the bushing applies pressure to
the sides of the slots when installed within the upper post
and the lower post. FIG. 15 shows the bushing 1500 is
lodged within the slot 1505A of the upper post 310 and
the bushing 1510 is lodged within the slot 1505B of the
lower post 315. In one embodiment, the slots 1505A and
1505B within which the bushings 1500 and 1510, respec-
tively, are placed are smaller than the bushings 1500 and
1510, respectively, themselves. This size differential,
along with the split design, causes the bushings 1500
and 1510 to securely hold in place the upper post 310
and the lower post 315 such that the upper post and the
lower post, 310 and 315, respectively, do not rotate rel-
ative to each other about the seat post axis. The bushings
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1500 and 1510 with the split design more securely hold
in place the upper post and the lower post, 310 and 315,
respectively, because the two arms of the bushings, for
example, first arm 1605 and second arm 1610 of the
bushing 1500 push outward against the walls of the slot
1505A. It should be appreciated that the first arm 1605
and the second arm 1610 may be any shape that is ca-
pable of having a gap there between and capable of hav-
ing a pre-load due to this gap. In one embodiment, the
first side 1615 of the bushing, for example, bushing 1500,
is attached to the lower post 315, while the second side
1620 of the bushing 1500 is attached to the upper post
310. In another embodiment, the first side 1615 of the
bushing 1500, is attached to the upper post 310, while
the second side 1620 of the bushing 1500 is attached to
the lower post 315.
[0107] It should be appreciated that in various embod-
iments, one or both of the first side 1615 and the second
side 1620 of the bushing, for example, bushing 1500,
may be of a split design. Further, the preload for the split
bushing may be adjusted by adjusting the gap between
the arms of the bushing. For example, with reference to
bushing 1500 of FIG. 16, if the gap 1625 was enlarged,
then the preload value would increase. If the gap 1625
was reduced, then the preload value would decrease.
[0108] FIG. 17 depicts a controller coupled with the
motive source M 365 (e.g., power source such as a bat-
tery), in accordance with an embodiment. In one embod-
iment, the motive source M 365 is part of other compo-
nents, such as, but not limited to, the seat post 300, a
suspension, and a drive train. In one embodiment, the
controller 1700 is capable of receiving and processing
communication from a GPS system. A cyclist makes seat
post height and/or shifting decisions based on encoun-
tered terrain. Currently, technology allows an onboard
computer equipped with GPS to indicate and record
where the cyclist/bicycle is on the globe varies accurate-
ly. Trail/route mapping downloading and uploading is
possible as a result of this technology. In one embodi-
ment, the GPS driven terrain knowledge (e.g. terrain var-
iation at a GPS known location) can also be used to make
bicycle seat post height and shifting decisions. When fol-
lowing a pre-mapped route, for example, predetermined
seat post height and/or gear selections, or suspension
settings can be embedded in the route map and the con-
troller can signal the seat post height changer and gear
changer to change to the location appropriate seat post
height and/or shift to the location appropriate gear auto-
matically.
[0109] With reference to FIG. 17, in one embodiment,
a system for automatically triggering seat post height
changes includes at least the following: an electro me-
chanical bicycle seat post height changing system; a cy-
clist performance measuring device; an on board (on the
cyclist or the bicycle) computer/controller 1700; compu-
ter/controller software; wireless communication between
a mobile device 1770 [e.g., smart phone] and the com-
puter/controller 1700 and/or the ability to connect the

computer/controller 1700 to a laptop/desktop computer;
configurable shifting points/thresholds 1725 configurable
via the mobile device 1770 wireless communication
based on GPS 1710 and/or performance measuring de-
vice signals 1775.
[0110] Embodiments also provide the ability to record
a GPS route so that the system remembers where the
user moves the seat post, shifts, changes suspension
settings, etc., during a ride along a certain route. Then,
the next time the user rides on that route, based on the
GPS location, embodiments automatically adjust the set-
tings to where the rider had previously set them. It should
be appreciated that the computer/controller may also be
used in conjunction with an electro mechanical bicycle
shifting system.
[0111] In one embodiment, the bicycle includes adjust-
able suspension (front and rear or front or rear as pre-
ferred), including adjustable damping and/or spring load
and an adjustable seat post. The combined adjustability
results in a completely adjustable bicycle that can be tai-
lored regarding initial suspension sag setting, spring
rates, damping rates, and seat post height or any portion
of those depending on rider preference and terrain re-
quirements.
[0112] Manually operated electro mechanical bicycle
shifting systems exist in the bicycle industry and have
been commercialized by at least SHIMANO and Cam-
pagnolo. Certain of such shifting technology are de-
scribed, for example, in United States patent application
publication number 2005/0227798 A1 to Shimano and
United States Patent number 7,874,567, each of which
is entirely incorporated herein by reference.
[0113] Various cycling performance measuring devic-
es are ASAP commercialized in the bicycle industry such
as cyclist power output meters, cyclist torque meters,
heart rate monitors, etc... Some human (e.g., heart rate)
physiological monitors are described, for example, in
United States patent numbers 7,764,990, 4,938,228, and
7,927,253, each of which is entirely incorporated herein
by reference. Some cycle torque meters are described,
for example, in United States patent numbers 7,775,128,
8m141m438m and 4,630,818, each of which is entirely
incorporated herein by reference.
[0114] These performance measuring devices may
communicate wirelessly to an on board cycling computer
or various handheld devices (e.g., iPhone, tablet com-
puter) for real time, feedback to the cyclist. These meas-
uring devices may also record the data captured for later
downloading to a less mobile device such as a desktop
computer or internet storage/computing location, for later
data evaluation.
[0115] Embodiments utilize the various methods and
devices for measuring heart rate/power/torque from a cy-
clist to trigger electromechanical shifting and/or seat post
height changes to occur as a real time monitor measures.
For example, any or all of heart rate, power, and/or torque
upper and lower limits can be used in conjunction with
an electro mechanical shifting system and/or an electro-
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mechanical seat post height changing system, to cause
the shifting systems to shift gears and/or the change the
seat post height in order to maintain a preset power,
torque, or heart rate for the cyclist. Ranges for one or
more performance measures (E.G., heart rate, torque)
are utilized as thresholds for signaling a gear change
when outside of a predetermined range or trigger point
for a given performance measure. If the cyclist’s subject
performance measures, or combination of measures falls
above or below the preconfigured trigger point, shifting
and/or seat post height changes will automatically occur
to insure the cyclist remains within the preset perform-
ance measure ranges.
[0116] Referring to an embodiment shown in FIG. 17,
the controller 1700 includes at least the following com-
ponents: an input parameter receiver 1720; a threshold
determiner 1725; a comparator 1740; and a signal gen-
erator 1780. The input parameter receiver 1720 receives
input that includes at least one input parameter receiver
1720 with memory (multiple inputs are optional) such that
the input parameters or sensed/measured parameters
(e.g., real time heart rate, torque, other from appropriate
sensor) is buffered into the controller 1700. The controller
1700 includes a threshold determiner 1725 that is con-
figured for determining is a threshold has been met and/or
exceeded. The threshold determiner 1725 is also config-
ured for receiving a threshold value or range (for the cho-
sen parameter) as input, which threshold value or range
may then be stored at the controller 1700 or at some
other memory storage. The controller 1700 further in-
cludes a comparator 1740 configured for comparing the
input received by the input parameter receiver 1720 and
the threshold determination determined by the threshold
determiner 1725. The comparison (or operator function
input) can be stored at the controller 1700 or at some
other memory storage. In one embodiment, the user in-
puts a chosen threshold for heart rate (for example) such
that the threshold is 150 beats/minute. The comparator
1740 receives input that the comparison value that
should be considered is that of "greater than or equal to"
(see potential comparison inputs 1730). The input pa-
rameter receiver 1720 is connected by wire or wirelessly
(e.g., Bluetooth) to a heart rate monitor. The signal gen-
erator 1780 (output port) (the signal generator 1780 is
configured for generating a signal based on the compar-
ison performed by the comparator 1740.) is connected
to, for example, a device 1765 (e.g., electric gear changer
[e.g., gear shift, Shimano Di-2]) and/or the motive source
M 365.
[0117] When the heart beat detected by the input pa-
rameter receiver 1720 equals or exceeds 150 beats/min.
(see 1745, "yes", of FIG. 17), the controller 1700, having
been continuously comparing the parameter input and
the threshold information by the comparator 1740, sends
an output signal 1760 to the gears signaling the change
to decrease the gear ratio by one shift. In another em-
bodiment, the controller 1700, sends an output signal
1760 to the motive source M 365, signaling a seat post

height change. If the heart beat detected by the input
parameter receiver 1720 is less than the 150 beats/min.
threshold (see 1735, "no", of FIG. 17), then the controller
1700 does not send an output signal 1760, but continues
to monitor the input parameters (and hence the input pa-
rameter receiver 1720), the threshold determiner 1725,
and the comparator 1740. Of note, the threshold deter-
miner 1725 is connected to, either through wire or wire-
lessly, an external device 1750 capable of communicat-
ing therewith. Further, the comparator 1740 is connected
to, either through wire or wirelessly, an external device
1755 capable of communicating therewith. Additionally,
FIG. 17 shows an embodiment with adjustment knob
1715, configured for adjusting the input parameter(s) that
the input parameter receiver 1720 should receiver.
[0118] In one embodiment, a stabilization time delay
circuit is included (e.g., three minutes) in the controller
1700 that suspends further controller action for a prede-
termined (and settable) amount of time to allow the pa-
rameter to adjust based on the recent gear change and/or
seat post height change.
[0119] The controller 1700 and performance measure-
ment triggers described herein may, in one embodiment,
be used to control and dynamically configure suspension
components having electrically actuated configuration
systems operable therewith.
[0120] Referring again to FIG. 17, the controller 1700
may be configurable and/or may output via a mobile
phone application, communication with the internet 1705,
based on stored data corresponding to real time GPS
input, manually, or any suitable combination thereof.
[0121] In one embodiment, the gear shifting system
includes: the controller 1700; the gear shifter device 1765
in communication with the controller 1700; and a per-
formance sensor in communication with the controller
1700. In another embodiment, a suspension modification
system includes: the controller 1700; a suspension de-
vice in communication with the controller 1700; and a
performance sensor in communication with the controller
1700.
[0122] Referring now to FIGS. 1-17, one embodiment
provides for a dropper seat post that includes the seat
post 300. Further, the seat post 300 includes: the upper
post 310; the lower post 315 within which said upper post
telescopically slides; and the valve assembly 445 con-
figured for regulating fluid flow within a variable finite po-
sitioning seat post height mode in response to seat post
height instructions received by said seat post 300.
[0123] In one embodiment, the valve assembly 445 is
positioned internal to the lower post 315. In another em-
bodiment, the valve assembly 445 is positioned external
to the lower post 315. In one embodiment, the valve as-
sembly 445 is positioned internal to the upper post 310.
[0124] In one embodiment, the seat post 300 of the
dropper seat post further includes the motive source 365,
described herein, coupled with the valve assembly 445.
The motive source 365 includes a controller configured
for receiving the seat post height instructions and deter-
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mining a real-time displacement measurement, wherein
the real-time displacement measurement is based on a
measured difference between a seat post height position
of the received seat post height position instructions and
a real-time seat post height of the seat post 300. In one
embodiment, the controller is further configured for pro-
portionally controlling, based on the real-time displace-
ment measurement, at least one of rate and timing of at
least one of the opening and closing of check valves of
the valve assembly 445.
[0125] Various additional embodiments provide for a
dropper seat post system that includes the following: a
user interface (described herein) coupled to a vehicle;
the seat post 300 described herein; and at least one con-
troller coupled to a motive source M 365 described here-
in. The user interface is configured for receiving a pattern
of touches representing a seat post height position in-
struction, wherein the seat post height position instruction
comprises one of: an infinite positioning seat post height
mode; and a finite positioning seat post height mode. The
seat post 300 is coupled to the vehicle and is separate
from the user interface. The seat post 300 includes: the
upper post 310; the lower post 315 within which the upper
post telescopically slides; and at least one controller cou-
pled with a motive source, said motive source positioned
in said lower post, said at least one controller (such as
controller 370) configured for receiving the seat post
height position instruction and signaling for a movement
of the seat post 300 in accordance with the seat post
height position instruction.
[0126] In one embodiment, the user interface of the
dropper seat post system includes a set of control levers,
wherein the set of control levers includes at least one
actuatable trigger configured for receiving the pattern of
touches representing the seat post height position in-
struction.
[0127] In one embodiment, the seat post 300 of the
dropper seat post system includes a valve assembly 445
configured for transitioning between an infinite and a fi-
nite positioning seat post height mode. In one embodi-
ment, the valve assembly 445 is positioned internal to
the lower post 315. In another embodiment, the valve
assembly 445 is positioned external to the lower post
315. In yet another embodiment, the valve assembly 445
is positioned internal to the upper post 310.
[0128] In one embodiment, the at least one controller
(e.g., controller 370 includes a proportional-integral-de-
rivative controller configured for providing proportional
control of an opening and closing of check valves of a
valve assembly, wherein a rate and a timing of the open-
ing and the closing of the check valves being in proportion
to a real-time displacement measurement associated
with the seat post 300.
[0129] It should be appreciated that embodiments, as
described herein, can be utilized or implemented alone
or in combination with one another. While the present
invention has been described in particular embodiments,
it should be appreciated that the present invention should

not be construed as limited by such embodiments, but
rather construed according to the following claims.
[0130] Further aspects of the disclosure are set out in
the following features:

1. A system comprising:

a seat post (300);
a user interface (205) operatively connected
with said seat post (300), said user interface
(205) configured for receiving instructions asso-
ciated with a height of said seat post (300) and
for communicating received instructions to at
least one controller (325; 345; 355; 370) coupled
with a motive source (365) of said seat post
(300); and
a valve assembly (445) in communication with
said motive source (365), said valve assembly
(445) regulating fluid flow within a variable finite
positioning seat post height mode in response
to a translation of said received instructions by
said motive source (365).

2. The system of feature 1, wherein said user inter-
face (205) is remote from said valve assembly (445);
and/or
wherein said user interface (205) comprises:

at least one of a GUI, button, dial, smart phone,
and lever (205A, 205B); and/or
at least one activation button (385) configured
for activating a pre-programmed seat post posi-
tion, wherein said controller (325; 345; 355; 370)
comprises said pre-programmed seat post po-
sition.

3. The system of feature 1 or 2, wherein said valve
assembly (445) comprises:
at least one set of check valves (530, 535) configured
for at least one of opening and closing in response
to said translation.

4. The system of feature 3, wherein a rate or a timing
of said opening and said closing of said at least one
set of check valves (530, 535) is proportional to a
real-time displacement measurement, wherein said
real-time displacement measurement is based on a
measured difference between a seat post height po-
sition instruction of said received instructions and an
actual seat post height of said seat post (300).

5. The system of feature 3 or 4, wherein said at least
one set of check valves comprising:
two sets of check valves (530, 535) positioned, rel-
ative to each other, in a series, and opposed to each
other, such that one-way only movement is achieved
in response to said translation.
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6. The system of feature 3, 4 or 5, further comprising:
a proportional-integral-derivative controller config-
ured for controlling a rate or a timing of said opening
and said closing of said at least one set of check
valves (530, 535).

7. The system of feature 3, 4, 5 or 6, further com-
prising:
a displacement sensor (570) coupled with said con-
troller, said displacement sensor (570) configured
for measuring a displacement between a seat post
height position instruction and an actual seat post
height of said seat post (300).

8. The system of any preceding feature, further com-
prising:

a motor output shaft (515) coupled with said mo-
tive source (365) and internal to said seat post
(300), said motor output shaft (515) configured
for rotating in response to said translation; and
a cam (520) coupled with said motor output shaft
(515) and said valve assembly (445) and internal
to said seat post (300), said cam (520) config-
ured for moving in response to said rotating of
said motor output shaft (515) and configured for
at least one of seating and unseating at least
one check valve ball set (530, 535).

9. The system of any preceding feature, wherein said
at least one controller (325; 345; 355; 370) compris-
es:
a proportional-integral-derivative controller.

10. The system of any preceding feature, further
comprising:

at least one antenna (1402) coupled to said seat
post (300), said at least one antenna (1402) con-
figured for enabling communication between
said user interface (205) and said motive source
(365);
and optionally wherein said at least one antenna
(1402) is coupled to a top of at least one of an
upper (310) and a lower (315) post of said seat
post (300).

11. The system of any preceding feature, further
comprising:

at least one power connector location (1404)
configured for enabling power to be received at
said seat post (300);
and optionally wherein said at least one power
connector location (1404) is positioned at an up-
per end of a lower post (315), or wherein said
at least one power connector location (1404) is
positioned at a lower end of a lower post (315).

12. The system of any preceding feature, further
comprising:
a switch (390) coupled with said seat post (300), said
switch (390) configured for enabling a reprogram-
ming of said valve assembly (445) to only operate in
either one of an infinite positioning seat post height
mode or a finite positioning seat post height mode.

13. The system of any preceding feature, wherein
said instructions received at said user interface is an
audible instruction, wherein said user interface com-
prises a voice activated audio detection module
(380);
and optionally wherein said voice activated audio de-
tection module (380) is coupled with said seat post
(300), said voice activated audio detection module
(380) configured for receiving said audible instruc-
tion, translating said audible instruction, and trans-
mitting translated audible instruction to said at least
one controller (325; 345; 355; 370), such that an in-
struction for a desired position for said seat post
(300) is received at said controller (325; 345; 355;
370).

14. The system of any preceding feature, wherein
said at least one controller (325; 345; 355; 370) com-
prises:

an input parameter receiver (1720) configured
for receiving an input;
a threshold determiner (1725) coupled with said
input parameter receiver (1720), said threshold
determiner (1725) configured for determining
whether or not a predetermined threshold has
been exceeded; and
a comparator (1740) coupled with said threshold
determiner (1725), said comparator (1740) con-
figured for comparing said input and said thresh-
old; and
a signal generator (1780) coupled with said com-
parator (1740), said signal generator (1780)
configured for generating a signal based upon
said comparing
and optionally wherein said input is associated
with physiological factor relating to a rider of a
vehicle that comprising said seat post (300).

15. A seat post (300) for a vehicle such as a bicycle,
which seat post comprises:

an upper post (310) telescopically arranged with
a lower post (315), telescopic movement be-
tween the upper and lower posts changing the
height of the seat post;
a valve assembly (445) for selectively permitting
said telescopic movement by regulating a fluid
flow through the valve assembly;
a motive source (365) for controlling said valve
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assembly (445) to provide said regulation of fluid
flow;
a controller (325; 345; 355; 370) for controlling
the motive source (365), wherein the controller
is adapted for receiving an instruction indicating
a desired adjustment of the height of said seat
post (300) and controlling the motive source
(365) accordingly.

16. A vehicle such as a bicycle, which vehicle com-
prises a system as set out in any of features 1 to 14,
or a seat post (300) as set out in feature 15.

Claims

1. A suspension modification system comprising:

a controller (1700);
a suspension device in communication with the
controller; and
a performance sensor in communication with
the controller.

2. A suspension modification system as claimed in
claim 1, wherein said suspension device comprises
a suspension component having electrically actuat-
ed configuration systems operable with the suspen-
sion component, and said controller (1700) is adapt-
ed to control and dynamically configure said suspen-
sion component.

3. A suspension modification system as claimed in
claim 2, wherein said suspension modification sys-
tem is for a bicycle, and wherein said performance
sensor is adapted to indicate one or more perform-
ance measure of a rider of the bicycle and said con-
troller (1700) is adapted to trigger the control and
dynamic configuration of said suspension compo-
nent in order to maintain a preset performance meas-
ure for the rider.

4. A suspension modification system as claimed in
claim 3, wherein said controller (1700) stores a range
or trigger point for said one or more performance
measure, which range or trigger point is utilized as
a threshold for triggering said the control and dynam-
ic configuration of said suspension component when
said one or more performance measure is outside
said range or at said trigger point.

5. A suspension modification system as claimed in
claim 4, wherein said controller (1700) is adapted
such that, in use, if said one or more performance
measure of the rider, or a combination of them, falls
above or below said trigger point, the control and
dynamic configuration of said suspension compo-
nent is triggered to ensure the rider remains within

said range for said one or more performance meas-
ure.

6. A suspension modification system as claimed in
claim 2, 3, 4 or 5, wherein said controller (1700) com-
prises:

an input parameter receiver (1720) for receiving
an input parameter from said performance sen-
sor;
a threshold determiner (1725) for receiving an
input value or range for said input parameter,
for determining if a threshold has been met
and/or exceeded, and for outputting a threshold
determination;
a comparator (1740) for comparing said input
parameter and said threshold determination de-
termined by said threshold determiner (1725);
and
a signal generator (1780) in communication with
said suspension device shifter (1765) and for
generating a signal based on the comparison
performed by the comparator (1740) for effect-
ing said control and dynamic configuration of
said suspension component.

7. A suspension modification system as claimed in
claim 6, wherein, in use, if said comparator (1740)
indicates that said input parameter does not exceed
said threshold, said signal generator (1780) does not
generate said signal.

8. A suspension modification system as claimed in any
preceding claim, further comprising an adjustment
knob (1715) configured for adjusting said input pa-
rameter that the input parameter receiver (1720)
should receive.

9. A suspension modification system as claimed in any
preceding claim, wherein said input parameter is at
least one of rider heart rate, power and torque.

10. A suspension modification system as claimed in any
preceding claim, wherein said controller (1700) is
configurable by a mobile phone application and/or
may output to a mobile phone application.

11. A suspension modification system as claimed in any
preceding claim, wherein said controller (1700) is
manually configurable.

12. A suspension modification system as claimed in any
preceding claim, wherein said controller (1700) is
configurable based on stored data corresponding to
a real-time GPS input.

13. A bicycle comprising a suspension modification sys-
tem as claimed in any of claims 1 to 12.
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14. A bicycle as claimed in claim 13, further comprising:

a seat post;
a user interface operatively connected with said
seat post, said user interface configured for re-
ceiving instructions associated with a height of
said seat post and for communicating received
instructions to at least one controller coupled
with a motive source of said seat post; and
a valve assembly in communication with said
motive source, said valve assembly regulating
fluid flow within a variable finite positioning seat
post height mode in response to a translation of
said received instructions by said motive source.
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